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2011 Christmas Message from the Director of Adelaide Institute
Mr Peter Hartung
Once again December is just around the corner and yet another twelve months have passed by. It is a
time when the events of the year are symbolically relegated to ‘the past’ and plans are laid for the
fresh year ahead - 2012.
At the same time, World History
ry continues on in its never-ending
never ending struggle, oblivious to the yearly
comings and goings which we, through our work here at Adelaide Institute
Institute, have attempted to
participate in, record and to make sense of. In this way we are managing to gain an understand
understanding of
what this life-long historical struggle is all about.
We ourselves are currently witnessing the final violent death-throes
death throes of the Talmudic mindset, which
through its very nature seeks to destroy anything good. Upon its demise Humanity – the Mensch – will
enter a new era of peace and harmony with God and Nature. It is this living with and not against God
and Nature
ture that personally makes up our value system.
That is why we
e have much to learn from the magnificent achievements of the Third Reich and its Great
Father – Adolf Hitler. Here
ere are just a three examples:
1. In 1933 when the National Socialists came to power, Germany was on the brink of total financial
ruin. There were two basic solutions to this problem: either borrow
orrow money from IInternational financiers
– who mostly
stly just happened to be Jewish,
Jewish or print the money yourself.
elf. Having no Gold to speak of the
new currency was based on the labour ability of the German people. One Mark was equal to one hour
hour’s
work. Within a short few years the country prospered in a way that the
he World had never seen before.
The International finance system was effectively exposed as being nothing more than a cheap fraud,
and the mostly Jewish financiers were understandably outraged like rabid dogs and wer
were later to force
war on Germany. Thus, by a magnificent act of courage Hitler and Germany had destroyed the soul of
the Talmudic Usury System,, thereby liberating themselves from financial and materialistic enslavement
where moral and intellectual values again flourished through creativity and innovations.
2. One of the first laws enacted by Herr Hitler was the Animal Protection Act of 21 April 1933. The vile
practices of kosher slaughter, and vivisection were outlawed, and strict anti
anti-cruelty laws came into
being. Hitler,
r, himself a vegetarian, had expressed the view that someday there would be no
slaughterhouses in Germany, and the population would convert to vegetarianism. Compare this to the
horrendous treatment of animals worldwide today.
3. The National Socialist idea of ‘The common good before the self good’ is a way of thinking that is the
exact opposite of the Capitalist/Democratic system where the individual aspires to wealth and all of the
physical assets and happiness that money can buy. This soulless existence was replaced with the idea
of a common destiny of a people. A new type of love and respect of fellow man came into being – not
the lukewarm half-hearted
hearted love that was being preached
preached in the churches – and still is. Germany
demonstrated to the world what the
th true meaning of Godly love is. This impulse has, of course, been
perverted by those who latch on to this Godly impulse and feal threatened by it, and so viciously
defame the German people through the ‘Holocaust’ lies,
lies which falsely claims that Germans had reached
depths of ‘Absolute Evil’ during World War Two. Let me emphasise again, Hitler and the German
National Socialists laid the foundations of a new idealistic and Godly way of existence for the whole
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World. Of course these achievements are obscured from
from the general public by the vile Holocaust
propaganda, which itself will soon
on collapse into a puff of foul-smelling
foul
smoke.
At the ininitation of Adelaide resident Mr Werner Fischer, since 2009 Adelaide Institute has been
handing out the Ulrich von Hutten
n Award,
Award which Dr Fredrick Töben received on 12 November 2009
on the occasion of his release from prison. Last year it was awarded to Mr David Brockschmidt for his
“failed attempt to unite the German and Jewish people”. This year’s recipient is Miss Dagmar Brenne
“for her belief in the goodness of the German people, and in her unwavering belief in Jesus Christ and
Adolf Hitler, thereby uniting the Cross and the Swastika”.
May the New Year bring good tidings to the World!
Peter Hartung, Director, Adelaide Institute
Adelaide 22 November 2011.

_______________________
Peter Hartung’s visiting Adelaide Institute supporters

- with
ith Peter Rackemann at Gladstone in October 2011

- playing chess with Hilde Hartmeier – guess who won?

Peter checking out the “Occupy Sydney” site …

__________________________________
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Has anything changed since?

Hitler's Declaration of War against America December 11, 1941
70 years ago the German Chancellor, Adolf Hitler, addressed the Reichstag

Adolf Hitler
20 April 1889- 30 April 1945
Deputies, Men of the German Reichstag! A year of
events of historical significance is drawing to an end. A
year of the greatest decisions lies ahead. In these
serious times, I speak to you, Deputies of the German
Reichstag, as to the representatives of the German
nation. Beyond and above that, the whole German
people should take note of this glance into the past, as
well as of the coming decisions the present and future
impose upon us.
After the renewed refusal of my peace offer in January
1940 by the then British Prime Minister and the clique
which supported or else dominated him, it became clear
that this war-against all reasons of common, sense and
necessity-must be fought to its end. You know me, my
old Party companions: you know I have always been an
enemy of half measures or weak decisions. If the
Providence has so willed that the German people
cannot be spared this fight, then I can only be grateful
that it entrusted me with the leadership in this historic
struggle which, for the next 500 or 1,000 years, will be
described as decisive, not only for the history of
Germany, but for the whole of Europe and indeed the
whole world. The German people and their soldiers are
working and fighting today, not only for the present,
but for the coming, nay the most distant, generations.
A historical revision on a unique scale has been
imposed on us by the Creator.
Shortly after the end of the campaign in Norway, the
German Command was forced, first of all, to ensure the
military security of the conquered areas. Since then the
defences of the conquered countries have changed
considerably. From Kirkenes to the Spanish Frontier
there is a belt of great bases and fortifications; many
airfields have been built, naval bases and protections
for submarines which are practically invulnerable from
sea or air. More than 1,500 new batteries have been

planned and constructed. A network of roads and
railways was constructed so that today communications
from the Spanish Frontier to Petsamo are independent
of the sea. These installations in no wise fall behind
those of the Western Wall, and work continues
incessantly on strengthening them. I am irrevocably
determined to make the European Front unassailable by
any enemy.
This defensive work was supplemented by offensive
warfare. German surface and underwater naval Forces
carried on their constant war of attrition against the
British Merchant Navy and the ships in its service. The
German Air Force supported these attacks by
reconnaissance, by damaging enemy shipping, by
numerous retaliatory raids which have given the English
a better idea of the so charming war caused by their
present Prime Minister.
In the middle of last year Germany was supported
above all by Italy. For many months a great part of
British power weighed on the shoulders of Italy. Only
because of their tremendous superiority in heavy tanks
could the English create a temporary crisis in North
Africa. On 24th March a small community of GermanItalian units under Rommel's command began the
counter-attack. (Dates on which certain points fell.) The
German
Africa
Corps
performed
outstanding
achievements
though
they
were
completely
unaccustomed to the climate of this theatre of war. Just
as once in Spain, now in North Africa Germans and
Italians have taken up arms against the same enemy.
While in these bold measures the North African Front
was again secured by the blood of German and Italian
soldiers, the shadow of a terrible danger threatening
Europe gathered overhead. Only in obedience to bitter
necessity did I decide in my heart in 1939, to make the
attempt, at least, to create the pre-requisites for a
lasting peace in Europe by eliminating the causes of
German-Russian tension. This was psychologically
difficult owing to the general attitude of the German
people, and above all, of the Party, towards
Bolshevism. It was not difficult from a purely material
point of view-because Germany was only intent on her
economic interests in all the territories which England
declared to be threatened by us and which she attacked
with her promises of aid-for you will allow me to remind
you that England, throughout the spring and late
summer of 1939, offered its aid to numerous countries,
declaring that it was our intention to invade those
countries and thus deprive them of their liberty. The
German Reich and its Government were therefore able
to affirm, with a clear conscience, that these allegations
were false and had no bearing whatsoever on reality.
Add to this the military realization that in case of war,
which British diplomacy was to force on the German
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people a two front war would ensue and call for very
great sacrifice.
When, on top of all this, the Baltic States and Rumania
showed themselves prone to accept the British Pacts of
assistance and thus let it be seen that they, too,
believed in such a threat, it was not only the right of
the Reich Government, but its duty to fix the limits of
German interests. The countries in question, and above
all, the Reich Government, could not but realize that
the only factor which could be a buttress against the
East was Germany. The moment they severed their
connection with the German Reich, and entrusted their
fate to the aid of that Power which, in its proverbial
selfishness, has never rendered aid, but always
requested it, they were lost. Yet the fate of these
countries roused the sympathy of the German people.
The winter struggle of the Finns forced on us a feeling
mixed with bitterness and admiration. Admiration
because we have a heart sensitive to sacrifice and
heroism, being a nation of soldiers ourselves:
bitterness, because with our eyes fixed on the
menacing enemy in the West, and on the danger in the
East, we were not in a position to render military
assistance. As soon as it became evident that Soviet
Russia deduced the right to wipe out the nations living
outside the limits of the German sphere of interest, as
a result of that limitation of interests our subsequent
relations were merely governed by utilitarian
considerations, while our reason and feelings were
hostile.
With every month I became more convinced that the
plans of the men in Kremlin aimed at domination and
annihilating all Europe. I have had to submit to the
nation the full extent of the Russian military
preparations. At a time when Germany had only a few
divisions in the provinces bordering on Russia it would
have been evident to a blind man that a concentration
of power of singular and world historic dimensions was
taking place, and that not in order to defend something
which was threatened, but merely in order to attack an
object it did not seem possible to defend. The lightning
conclusion of the Western campaign, however, robbed
the Moscow overlords of their hope of an early flagging
of German power. This did not alter their intentions-it
merely led to a postponement of the date on which
they intended to strike. In the summer of 1941 they
thought the time was ripe. A new Mongolian storm was
now to sweep Europe. At the same time, however, Mr.
Churchill spoke on the English aspect of the struggle
with Germany. He saw fit, in a cowardly manner, to
deny that in the secret session of 1940 in the House of
Commons that he pointed out that the entry of
Russians into the war which was to come in 1941 at the
very latest, was the most important factor which would
make a successful conclusion of the war possible. This
was also to enable England to take the offensive. In the
spring of that year, Europe was to feel the full extent of
the might of a world power which seemed to dispose of

inexhaustible human material and resources. Dark
clouds began to gather on the European sky. For, my
Deputies, what is Europe? There is no fitting
geographical definition of our Continent, but only a
national and cultural one.
Not the Urals form the frontier of our Continent, but the
eternal line which divides the Eastern and Western
conceptions of life. There was a time when Europe was
that Greek Island into which Nordic tribes had
penetrated in order to light a torch for the first time
which from then onwards began slowly, but surely to
brighten the world of man. When these Greeks repulsed
the invasion of the Persian conquerors they did not only
defend their homeland, which was Greece, but that idea
which we call Europe today. And then Europe traveled
from Hellas to Rome. With the Greek spirit and Greek
culture, the Roman way of thinking and Roman
statesmanship were joined. An Empire was created
which, to this day has not been equaled in its
significance and creative power, let alone outdone.
When, however the Roman legions were defending
Rome against the African onslaught of Carthage and at
last gained a victory, again it was not Rome they were
fighting for, but the Europe of that time, which
consisted of the Greek-Roman world.
The next incursion against this homestead of European
culture was carried out from the distant East. A terrible
stream of barbarous, uncultured hordes sallied forth
from the interior of Asia deep into the hearts of the
European Continent, burning, looting, murdering-a true
scourge of the Lord. In the battle of the Catalonian
fields the (West?) was formed. On the ruins of Rome
the West was built, and its defence was a task, not only
of the Romans, but also above all of the Teutons
(Germans). In centuries to come the West, enlightened
by Greek culture, built the Roman Empire and then
expanded by the colonization of the Teutons was able
to call itself Europe. Whether it was the German
Emperor who was repelling the attacks from the East
on the Field of Lech or whether Africa was being pushed
back from Spain in long fighting, it was also a struggle
of Europe, coming into being, against a surrounding
world alien in its very essence. Once Rome had been
given its due for the creative defense of this continent,
Teutons took over the defense and the protection of a
family of nations which might still differentiate and
differ in their political structure and objective, but
which nevertheless represented a cultural unity with
blood ties. And it was from this Europe that a spiritual
and cultural abundance went out, of which everyone
must be aware who is willing to seek truth instead of
denying it.
Thus it was not England who brought culture to the
Continent, but the offspring of Teutonic nationhood on
the Continent who went as Anglo-Saxons and Normans
to that Island made possible a development in a way
surely unique. In just the same way, it was not America
who discovered Europe, but the other way around. And
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everything which America has not drawn from Europe
may well appear worthy of admiration to a juda-ised,
mixed race; Europe, on the other hand, sees in it a sign
of cultural decay.
Deputies and Men of the German Reichstag, I had to
make this survey, for the fight which, in the first
months of this year, gradually began to become clear,
and of which the German Reich is this time called to be
the leader also far exceeds the interests of our nation
and country. Just as the Greeks once faced the Persians
in war, and the Romans faced the Mongolians, the
Spanish heroes defended not only Spain, but the whole
of Europe against Africa, just so Germany is fighting
today, not for herself, but for the entire Continent. And
it is a fortunate symptom that this realization is today
so deep in the subconscious of most European nations
that, whether by taking up their position openly or
whether by the stream of volunteers, they are sharing
in this struggle.
When, on the 6th of April of this year, the German and
Italian Armies took up their positions for the fight
against Yugoslavia and Greece, it was the introduction
of the great struggle in which we are still involved. The
revolt in Belgrade which led to the overthrow of the
former Regent and his Government was decisive for the
further course of events in this part of Europe, for
England was also a party to this putsch. But the chief
role was played by Soviet Russia. What I refused to Mr.
Molotov on his visit to Berlin, Stalin now thought he
could achieve by a revolutionary movement, even
against our will. Without consideration for the
agreements which had been concluded, the intentions
of the Bolsheviks in power grew still wider. The Pact of
Friendship with the new revolutionary regime
illuminated the closeness of the threatening danger like
lightning.
The feats achieved by the German Armed Forces were
given worthy recognition in the German Reichstag on
the 4th of May. But what I was then unfortunately
unable to express was the realization that we were
progressing at tremendous speed toward a fight with a
State which was not yet intervening because it was not
yet fully prepared, and because it was impossible to use
the aerodromes and landing grounds at that time of
year on account of the melting snow.
My deputies, when in 1940 I realized from
communication in the English House of Commons and
the observation of the Russian troop movements on our
frontiers that there was the possibility of danger arising
in the East of the Reich, I immediately gave orders to
set up numerous new armoured motorised infantry
divisions. The conditions for this were available from
the point of view both of material and personnel. I will
give you, my Deputies, and indeed the whole German
people, only one assurance: the more the democracies
speak much about armaments, as is easily
understandable, the more National Socialist Germany
works. It was so in the past, it is not different today.

Every year brings us increased, and above all,
improved weapons, there where decisions will be made.
In spite of my determination under no circumstances to
allow our opponent to make the first stab in our heartin spite of that my decision was a very difficult one. If
democratic newspapers today declare that, had I
known the strength of our Bolshevik opponent more
accurately, I would have hesitated to attack, they
understand the position just a little as they understand
me. I sought no war. On the contrary I did everything
to avoid it. But I would have been forgetful of my duty
and responsibility if, in spite of realizing the inevitability
of a fight by force of arms, I had failed to draw the only
possible conclusions. In view of the mortal danger from
Soviet Russia, not only to the German Reich, but to all
Europe, I decided, if possible a few days before the
outbreak of this more struggle, to give the signal to
attack myself.
Today, we have overwhelming and authentic proof that
Russia intended to attack; we are also quite clear about
the date on which the attack was to take place. In view
of the great danger, the proportions of which we realise
perhaps only today to the fullest extent, I can only
thank God that He enlightened me at the proper time
and that He gave me the strength to do what had to be
done!
To this, not only millions of German soldiers owe their
lives, but Europe its very existence. This much I may
state today: had this wave of over 20,000 tanks,
hundreds of divisions, tens of thousands of guns,
accompanied by more than 10,000 aircraft, suddenly
moved against the Reich, Europe would have been lost.
Fate has destined a number of nations to forestall this
attack, to ward it off with the sacrifice of their blood.
Had Finland not decided immediately to take up arms
for the second time, the leisurely bourgeois life of the
other Nordic countries would soon have come to an
end.
Had the German Reich not faced the enemy with her
soldiers and arms, a flood would have swept over
Europe, which once and for all would have finished the
ridiculous British idea of maintaining the European
balance of power in all its senselessness and stupid
tradition. Had Slovaks, Hungarians, Rumanians not
taken over part of the protection of this European
world, the Bolshevik hordes would have swept like
Attila's Huns over the Danubian countries, and at the
cost of the Ionic Sea, Tartars and Mongols would have
enforced today the revision of the Montreux
Agreement. Had Italy, Spain and Croatia not sent their
divisions, the establishment of a European defense
Front would have been impossible, from which
emanated the idea of the New Europe as propaganda to
all other nations.
Sensing and realising this, the volunteers have come
from Northern and Western Europe, Norwegians,
Danes,
Dutchmen,
Flemings,
Belgians,
even
Frenchmen-volunteers who gave the struggle of the
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United Powers of the Axis the character of a European
crusade-in the truest sense of the world.
The time has not yet come to talk about the planning
and the conduct of this campaign, but I believe that I
may sketch in a few sentences what has been achieved
in this most gigantic of all struggles, in which memories
of the various impressions might so easily fade because
of the vastness of the space and the great number of
important events.
The attack began on 22nd of June; with irresistible
daring the frontier fortifications which were destined to
secure the Russian advance against us were broken
through and on the 23rd Grodno fell. On the 24th Vilna
and Kovoo were taken after Brest-Litovsk had been
occupied. On the 26th Duenaburg was in our hands and
on 10th July, the first two great pincer battles of
Bialystok and Minsk were concluded: 324,000
prisoners, 3,332 tanks and 1,809 guns fell to us.
Already, on 13th July, the Stalin Line was broken
through on all important points. On the 16th Smolensk
fell after heavy fighting, and on the 19th German and
Rumanian formations forced the crossing of the
Dniester. On the 6th of August, the Battle of Smolensk
was concluded in many pockets and again 310,000
Russians fell into German captivity, while 3,205 tanks
and 3,120 guns were destroyed or captured. Only three
days later the fate of another Russian Army group was
sealed and on 9th August another 103,000 Russians
were taken prisoner in the Battle of Ouman; 317 tanks
and 1,100 guns destroyed or captured. On 17th August
Nicolaeff was taken, on the 21st, Kherson. On the same
day the Battle of Gomel was concluded with 84,000
prisoners taken and 124 tanks, as well as 808 guns
captured or destroyed. On the 21st August, the Russian
positions between Lakes Peipus and Ilmen were broken
through and on the 26th the bridgehead at
Dniepropetrovsk fell into our hands. On 28th August
German troops marched into Reval and Boltisk Port
after heavy fighting, while on the 30th the Finns took
Viipuri. By conquering Schluesselburg on the 8th
September, Leningrad was finally cut off, also from the
South. On 6th September we succeeded in establishing
bridgeheads on the Dnieper and on the 8th Poltava fell
into our hands. On 9th September German formations
stormed the citadel of Kiev and the occupation of Oesel
was crowned by taking the Capital. Only now the
greatest operations matured into the expected
successes; on 27th September the Battle of Kiev was
concluded; 665,000 prisoners began to move
westwards, 884 tanks and 3,178 guns remained as
booty in the pockets. As early as 2nd October the
break-through battle on the Central Front began, while
on 11th October the battle on the Sea of Azov was
successfully concluded; again 107,000 prisoners, 212
tanks and 672 guns were counted. On 16th October,
German and Rumanian troops marched into Odessa
after hard fighting. On 8th October the break-through
battle on the Central Front was concluded with a new

success, unique in history, when 663,000 prisoners
were only part of its results; 1,242 tanks and 5,452
guns were either destroyed or captured. On 31st
October, the conquest of Dagoo was concluded.
On 24th October, the industrial centre of Kharkov was
taken. On 28th October, the entrance of the Crimea
was finally forced at great speed, and on 2nd November
already the capital Sinferopol was taken by storm. On
6th November we had pierced through the Crimea up to
Kerch.
On 1st December, the total number of Soviet prisoners
amounted to 3,806,865; the number of tanks destroyed
or captured was 21,391, that of guns, 32,541 and that
of aeroplanes, 17,322. During the same period 2,191
British planes were shot-down. The Navy sank
4,170,611 g.r.t. of British shipping, the air force
2,346,080 g.r.t.; a total of 6,516,791 g.r.t. was thus
destroyed. [Note: Figures checked, as they do not
tally.]
My Deputies, my German people, those are sober facts
or perhaps dry figures. Yet, may they never disappear
from the history and, above all from the memory and
the consciousness, of our own German people. For
behind those figures are hidden the achievements, the
sacrifices, the privations, the everlasting heroic courage
and the readiness to die of millions of the best men of
our own nation and of the States allied to us.
All this had to be fought for by my staking health and
life and by effort of which those at home can hardly
have an idea. Marching for an endless distance,
tormented by heat and thirst, often held up by the mud
of bottomless roads which would drive them almost to
despair, exposed, from the Black Sea to the Arctic Sea,
to the inhospitability of a climate which from the
blazing heat of the July and August days, dropped to
the wintry storms of November and December, tortured
by insects, suffering from dirt and vermin, freezing in
snow and ice, they have fought-the Germans and the
Finns, Italians, Slovaks, Hungarians and Rumanians,
the Croats, the volunteers from the North and West
European countries, all in all the soldiers of the Eastern
Front.
The beginning of winter only will now check this
movement; at the beginning of summer it will again no
longer be possible to stop the movement. On this day I
do not want to mention any individual section of the
Armed Forces, I do not want to praise any particular
command; they have all made a supreme effort. And
yet, understanding and justice compel me to state one
thing again and again; amongst our German soldiers
the heaviest burden is born today, as in the past, by
our matchless German infantry
From 22nd June to 1st December the German Army lost
in this heroic fight 158,773 killed, 563,082 wounded
and 31,191 missing. The Air Force lost 3,231 killed,
8,453 wounded and 2,028 missing. The Navy lost 210
killed, 232 wounded and 115 missing. The total losses
of the armed forces are thus 162,314 killed, 571,767
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wounded and 33,334 missing. [Note: The figures for
soldiers killed do not tally.] That is to say, in killed and
wounded slightly more than the field of death of the
Somme Battle, in missing a little less than half those
missing at that time. But all fathers and sons of our
German people.
And now permit me to define my attitude to that other
world, which has its representative in that man, who,
while our soldiers are fighting in snow and ice, very
tactfully likes to make his chats from the fireside, the
man who is the main culprit of this-war. When in 1939
the conditions of our national interest in the then Polish
State became more and more intolerable, I tried at first
to eliminate those intolerable conditions by way of a
peaceful settlement. For some time it seemed as
though the Polish Government itself had seriously
considered to agree to a sensible settlement. I may add
that in German proposals nothing was demanded that
had not been German property in former times. On the
contrary, we renounced very much of what, before the
World War, had been German property. You will recall
the dramatic development of that time, in which the
sufferings of German nationals increased continuously.
You, my deputies, are in the best position to gauge the
extent of the blood sacrifice, if you compare it to the
casualties of the present war. The campaign in the East
has so far cost the German armed forces about
160,000 killed; but in the midst of peace more than
62,000 Germans were killed during those months,
some under the most cruel tortures. It could hardly be
contested that the German Reich had had a right to
object to such conditions on its Frontiers and to
demand that they should cease to exist and that it was
entitled to think of its own safety; this could hardly be
contested at a time when other countries were seeking
elements of their safety even in foreign continents. The
problems which had to be overcome were of no
territorial significance. Mainly they concerned Danzig
and the union with the Reich of the torn-off province,
East Prussia. More difficult were the cruel persecutions
the Germans were exposed to, in Poland particularly.
The other minorities, incidentally, had to suffer a fate
hardly less bitter.
When in August the attitude of Poland-thanks to the
carte blanche guarantee received from England-became
still stiffer, the Government of the Reich found it
necessary to submit, for the last time, a proposal on
the basis of which we were willing to enter into
negotiations with Poland-negotiations of which we fully
and completely apprised the then British Ambassador. I
may recall these proposals today: "Proposal for the
settlement of the problem of the Danzig Corridor and of
the question of the German-Polish minorities. The
situation between the German Reich and Poland has
become so strained that any further incident may lead
to a clash between the Armed Forces assembled on
both sides. Any peaceful settlement must be so
arranged that the events mainly responsible for the

existing situation cannot occur again-a situation which
has caused a state of tension, not only in Eastern
Europe, but also in other regions. The cause of this
situation lies in the impossible Frontiers laid down by
the Versailles dictate and the inhuman treatment of the
German minorities in Poland. I am now going to read
the proposals in question. [Hitler then proceeded to
read the first 12 points of these proposals.] The same
goes for the proposals for safeguarding the minorities.
This is the offer of an agreement such as could not
have been made in a more loyal and magnanimous
form by any government other than the National
Socialist Government of the German Reich.
The Polish Government at that period refused even as
much as to consider this proposal. The question then
arises: how could such an unimportant State dare
simply to refuse an offer of this nature and
furthermore, not only indulge in further atrocities to its
German inhabitants who had given that country the
whole of its culture, but even order mobilization?
Perusal of documents of the Foreign Office in Warsaw
has given us later some surprising explanations. There
was one man who, with devilish lack of conscience,
used all his influence to further the warlike intentions of
Poland
and
to
eliminate
all
possibilities
of
understanding. The reports which the then Polish
Ambassador in Washington Count Potocki, sent to his
Government are documents from which it may be seen
with a terrifying clearness to what an extent one man
alone and the forces driving him are responsible for the
second World War. The question next arises, how could
this man fall into such fanatical enmity toward a
country which in the whole of its history has never done
the least harm either to America or to him personally?
So far as Germany's attitude towards America is
concerned, I have to state: (i) Germany is perhaps the
only great power which has never had a colony either in
North or South America, or otherwise displayed there
any political activity, unless mention be made of the
emigration of many millions of Germans and of their
work, which, however, has only been to the benefit of
the American Continent and of the U.S.A. (ii) In the
whole history of the coming into being and of the
existence of the U.S.A. the German Reich has never
adopted a politically unfriendly, let alone hostile
attitude, but, on the contrary with the blood of many of
its sons, it helped to defend the U.S.A. The German
Reich never took part in any war against the U.S.A. It
itself had war imposed upon it by the U.S.A. in 1917,
and then for reasons which have been thoroughly
revealed by an investigation committee set up by
President Roosevelt himself. There are no other
differences between the German and the American
people, either territorial or political, which could
possibly touch the interests let alone the existence of
the U.S.A. There was always a difference of
constitution, but that cannot be a reason for hostilities
so long as the one state does not try to interfere with
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the other. America is a Republic, a Democracy, and
today is a Republic under strong authoritative
leadership. The ocean lies between the two States. The
divergences between Capitalist America and Bolshevik
Russia, if such conceptions had any truth in them,
would be much greater than between America led by a
President and Germany led by a F?hrer.
But it is a fact that the two conflicts between Germany
and the U.S.A. were inspired by the same force and
caused by two men in the U.S.A.-Wilson and Roosevelt.
History has already passed its verdict on Wilson, his
name stands for one of the basest breaches of the
given word, that led to disruption not only among the
so-called vanquished, but also among the victors. This
breach of his word alone made possible the Dictate of
Versailles. We know today that a group of interested
financiers stood behind Wilson and made use of this
paralytic professor because they hoped for increased
business. The German people have had to pay for
having believed this man with the collapse of their
political and economic existence.
But why is there now another President of the U.S.A.
who regards it as his only task to intensify anti-German
feeling to the pitch of war? National-Socialism came to
power in Germany in the same year as Roosevelt was
elected President. I understand only too well that a
world-wide distance separates Roosevelt's ideas and
my ideas. Roosevelt comes from a rich family and
belongs to the class whose path is smoothed in the
Democracies. I am only the child of a small, poor family
and had to fight my way by work and industry. When
the Great War came, Roosevelt occupied a position
where he got to know only its pleasant consequences,
enjoyed by those who do business while others bleed. I
was only one of those who carry out orders, as an
ordinary soldier, and naturally returned from the war
just as poor as I was in Autumn 1914. I shared the fate
of millions, and Franklin Roosevelt only the fate of the
so-called Upper Ten Thousand.
After the war Roosevelt tried his hand at financial
speculation: he made profits out of the inflation, out of
the misery of others, while I, together with many
hundreds of thousands more, lay in hospital. When
Roosevelt finally stepped on the political stage with all
the advantages of his class, I was unknown and fought
for the resurrection of my people. When Roosevelt took
his place at the head of the U.S.A., he was the
candidate of a Capitalist Party which made use of him:
when I became Chancellor of the German Reich, I was
the F?hrer of the popular movement I had created. The
powers behind Roosevelt were those powers I had
fought at home. The Brains Trust was composed of
people such as we have fought against in Germany as
parasites and removed from public life.
And yet there is something in common between us.
Roosevelt took over a State in a very poor economic
condition, and I took over a Reich faced with complete
ruin, also thanks to Democracy. In the U.S.A. there

were 13,000,000 unemployed, and in Germany
7,000,000 part-time workers. The finances of both
States were in a bad way, and ordinary economic life
could scarcely be maintained. A development then
started in the U.S.A. and in the German Reich which
will make it easy for posterity to pass a verdict on the
correctness of the theories.
While an unprecedented revival of economic life, culture
and art took place in Germany under National Socialist
leadership within the space of a few years, President
Roosevelt did not succeed in bringing about even the
slightest improvements in his own country. And yet this
work must have been much easier in the U.S.A. where
there live scarcely 15 persons on a square kilometer, as
against 140 in Germany. If such a country does not
succeed in assuring economic prosperity, this must be a
result either of the bad faith of its leaders in power, or
of a total inefficiency on the part of the leading men. In
scarcely five years, economic problems had been solved
in Germany and unemployment had been overcome.
During the same period, President Roosevelt had
increased the State Debt of his country to an enormous
extent, had decreased the value of the dollar, had
brought about a further disintegration of economic life,
without diminishing the unemployment figures. All this
is not surprising if one bears in mind that the men he
had called to support him, or rather, the men who had
called him, belonged to the Jewish element, whose
interests are all for disintegration and never for order.
While speculation was being fought in National Socialist
Germany, it thrived astoundingly under the Roosevelt
regime.
Roosevelt's New Deal legislation was all wrong: it was
actually the biggest failure ever experienced by one
man. There can be no doubt that a continuation of this
economic policy would have done this President in
peace time, in spite of all his dialectical skill. In a
European State he would surely have come eventually
before a State Court on a charge of deliberate waste of
the national wealth; and he would have scarcely
escaped at the hands of a Civil Court, on a charge of
criminal business methods.
This fact was realized and fully appreciated also by
many Americans including some of high standing. A
threatening opposition was gathering over the head of
this man. He guessed that the only salvation for him lay
in diverting public attention from home to foreign
policy. It is interesting to study in this connection the
reports of the Polish Envoy in Washington, Potocki. He
repeatedly points out that Roosevelt was fully aware of
the danger threatening the card castle of his economic
system with collapse, and that he was therefore
urgently in need of a diversion in foreign policy. He was
strengthened in this resolve by the Jews around him.
Their Old Testament thirst for revenge thought to see in
the U.S.A. an instrument for preparing a second
"Purim" for the European nations which were becoming
increasingly anti-Semetic. The full diabolical meanness
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of Jewry rallied round this man, and he stretched out
his hands.
Thus began the increasing efforts of the American
President to create conflicts, to do everything to
prevent conflicts from being peacefully solved. For
years this man harboured one desire-that a conflict
should break out somewhere in the world. The most
convenient place would be in Europe, where American
economy could be committed to the cause of one of the
belligerents in such a way that a political
interconnection of interests would arise calculated
slowly to bring America nearer such a conflict. This
would thereby divert public interest from bankrupt
economic policy at home towards foreign problems.
His attitude to the German Reich in this spirit was
particularly sharp. In 1937, Roosevelt made a number
of speeches, including a particularly mean one
pronounced in Chicago on 5th October, 1937.
Systematically he began to incite American public
opinion against Germany. He threatened to establish a
kind of Quarantine against the so-called Authoritarian
States. While making these increasingly spiteful and
inflammatory speeches, President Roosevelt summoned
the American Ambassadors to Washington to report to
him. This event followed some further declarations of
an insulting character; and ever since, the two
countries have been connected with each other only
through Charges d'Affaires.
From November 1938 onwards, his systematic efforts
were directed towards sabotaging any possibility of an
appeasement policy in Europe. In public, he was
hypocritically pretending to be for peace; but at the
same time he was threatening any country ready to
pursue a policy of peaceful understanding with the
freezing of assets, with economic reprisals, with
demands for the repayment of loans, etc. Staggering
information to this effect can be derived from the
reports of Polish Ambassadors in Washington, London,
Paris and Brussels.
In January, 1939, this man began to strengthen his
campaign of incitement and threatened to take all
possible
Congressional
measures
against
the
Authoritarian States, with the exception of war, while
alleging that other countries were trying to interfere in
American affairs and insisting on the maintenance of
the Monroe Doctrine, he himself began from March
1939 onwards, to meddle in European affairs which
were no concern at all of the President of the U.S.A.,
since he does not understand those problems, and even
if he did understand them and the historic background
behind them, he would have just as little right to worry
about the central European area as the German Reich
has to judge conditions in a U.S. State and to take an
attitude towards them.
But Mr. Roosevelt went even farther. In contradiction to
all the tenets of international law, he declared that he
would not recognize certain Governments which did not
suit him, would not accept readjustments, would

maintain Legations of States dissolved long before or
actually set them up as legal Governments. He even
went so far as to conclude agreements with such
Envoys, and thus to acquire a right simply to occupy
foreign territories.
On 5th April, 1939, came Roosevelt's famous appeal to
myself and the Duce. It was a clumsy combination of
geographical and political ignorance and of the
arrogance of the millionaire circles around him. It asked
us to give undertakings to conclude non-aggression
Pacts indiscriminately with any country, including
mostly countries which were not even free, since Mr.
Roosevelt's allies had annexed them or changed them
into Protectorates. You will remember, my Deputies,
that I then gave a polite and clear reply to this
meddling gentleman. For some months at least, this
stopped the flow of eloquence from this honest
warmonger. But his place was taken by his honourable
spouse. She-declined to live with her sons in a world
such as the one we have worked out. And quite right,
for this is a world of labour and not of cheating and
trafficking.
After a little rest, the husband of that woman came
back on the scene and on the 4th November, 1939,
engineered the reversion of the Neutrality Law so as to
suspend the ban on the export of arms, in favor of a
one-sided delivery of arms to Germany's opponents. He
then begins, somewhat as in Asia and in China, but the
roundabout way of an economic infiltration to establish
a community of interests destined to become operative
sooner or later. In the same month, he recognizes, as a
so-called Government in exile, a gang of Polish
emigrants, whose only political foundation was a few
million gold coins taken with them from Warsaw. On
the 9th of April he goes on and he orders the blocking
of Norwegian and Danish assets under the lying pretext
of placing them beyond the German reach, although he
knows perfectly well that the Danish Government in its
financial administration is not in anyway being
interfered with, let alone controlled, by Germany. To
the various exiled Governments recognized by him, the
Norwegian is now added. On the 15th May, 1940, he
recognizes the Dutch and Belgian emigre Governments.
This is followed by blocking Dutch and Belgian assets.
His true mentality then comes clearly to light in a
telegram of 15th June to the French Prime Minister,
Reynaud. He advises him that the American
government will double its help to France, provided that
France continues the war against Germany. So as to
give still greater expression to this, his wish for a
continuation of the war, he issues a, declaration that
the American Government will not recognize the results
of the conquest of territories-i.e., the restoration to
Germany of lands which had been stolen from her. I
don't need to assure you, Members of the Reichstag,
that it is a matter of complete indifference to every
German Government whether the President of the
U.S.A. recognizes the frontiers of Europe or no, and
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that this indifference will likewise continue, in the
future. I merely quote this to illustrate the methodical
incitement which has come from this man who speaks
hypocritically of peace, but always urges to war.
But now he is seized with fear that if peace is brought
about in Europe, his squandering of billions of money or
armaments will be looked upon (as plain fraud), since
nobody will attack America-and he then himself must
provoke this attack upon his country. On the 17th July,
1940, the American President orders the blocking of
French assets with a view, as he puts it, to placing
them beyond German reach, but really in order to
transfer the French gold from Casablanca to America
with the assistance of an American cruiser. In July 1940
he tries by enlisting American citizens in the British Air
Force and by training British airmen in the U.S.A. to
pave ever better the way to war. In August 1940, a
military programme is jointly drawn up between the
U.S.A. and Canada. To make the establishment of a
Canadian-U.S. Defence Committee plausible-plausible
at least to the biggest fools-he invents from time to
time crises, by means of which he pretends that
America is being threatened with aggression.
This he wishes to impress upon the American people by
suddenly returning on the 3rd April to Washington with
all speed on account of the alleged danger of the
situation. In September 1940 he draws still nearer to
the war. He turns over to the British Fleet 50
destroyers of the American Navy in return for which, to
be sure, he takes over several British bases in North
and South America.
From all these actions, it may be clearly seen how, with
all his hatred for Socialist Germany, he forms the
resolution of taking over, as safely and securely as
possible, the British Empire in the moment of its
downfall. Since England is no longer in the position to
pay cash for all the American deliveries, he imposes the
Lease-Lend Law on the American people. He thus
receives powers to lend or lease support to countries,
the defence of which may appear to him as vital in
America's interests. Then in (indistinct) 1941, as
Germany cannot be made to react to any of his
gestures, he takes yet a further step. As far back as the
9th December 1939, American (?cruisers) in the
security zone handed over the German ship Columbus
to the British ships. In the circumstances she had to be
sunk (note: i.e. scuttled). On the same day, U.S. forces
co-operated to prevent the attempted escape of the
German steamer Arauca. On the 27th January, 1940,
the U.S. cruiser (named, but indistinct) in contravention
of International Law advised enemy naval forces of the
movements of the German steamers, Arauca, La Plata
and Mangoni. On the 27th June, 1940, he ordered, in
complete contravention of International Law, a
restriction of the freedom of movements of foreign
ships in U.S. harbours. In November, 1940, he ordered
the German ships (?Reugeu), Niederwald and Rhein to
be shadowed by American ships until these steamers

were compelled to scuttle themselves so as not to fall
into enemy hands. On 30th April, 1941, followed the
opening up of the Red Sea to U.S. ships, so that they
could carry supplies to the British armies in the Near
East. Meanwhile, in March, all German ships were
requisitioned by the American authorities. In the course
of this German nationals were treated in a most
inhuman manner, and in contravention of all notions of
international law certain places of residence were
assigned them, travelling restrictions imposed upon
them, and so on. Two German officers who had
escaped from Canadian captivity, were-again contrary
to all the dictates of international law-handcuffed and
handed over to the Canadian authorities. 24th March
the same President who stands against every
aggression, acclaimed Simovitch [Chief of Aviation,
Yugoslavia] and his companions who (?gained their
positions) by aggression and by removing the lawful
government of the country. Roosevelt some months
before sent Colonel Donavan, a completely unworthy
creature, to the Balkans, to Sofia and Belgrade, to
engineer a rising against Germany and Italy.
In April, he promised help to Yugoslavia and Greece
under the Lend-Lease Act. At the end of April, this man
recognized
the
Yugoslav
and
Greek
emigre
governments, and once more against international law,
blocked the Yugoslav and Greek assets. From the
middle of April onwards, American watch over the
Western Atlantic by U.S.A. patrols was extended, and
reports were made to the British. On the 26th April,
Roosevelt transferred to the British 20 motor-torpedoboats and at the same time, British warships were
being repaired in U.S. ports. On 5th May, the illegal
arming and repairing of Norwegian ships for England
took place. On 4th June American troop transports
arrived in Greenland, to build airdromes. On 9th June,
came the first British report that, on Roosevelt's orders,
a U.S. warship had attacked a German U-boat with
depth charges near Greenland. On 4th June, German
assets in the U.S.A. were illegally blocked. On the 7th
June Roosevelt demanded under mendacious pretexts,
that German consuls should be withdrawn and German
consulates closed. He also demanded the closing of the
German Press Agency, Trans ocean, the German
Information Library and the German Reichs bank
Central Office. On 6th and 7th July, Iceland, which is
within the German fighting zone, was occupied by
American Forces or the orders of Roosevelt. He
intended, first of all, to force Germany to make war and
to make the German U-boat warfare as ineffective as it
was in 1915-16. At the same time, he promised
American help to the Soviet Union. On 10th June, the
Navy Minister, Knox, suddenly announced an American
order to shoot at Axis warships. On 4th September, the
U.S. destroyer Greer obeying orders, operated with
British aircraft against German U-boats in the Atlantic.
Five days later, a German U-boat noticed the U.S.
destroyer acting as escort in a British convoy. On 11th
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September Roosevelt finally made a speech in which he
confirmed and repeated his order to fire on all Axis
ships. On 29th September, U.S. escort-vessels attacked
a German U-boat with depth charges east of Greenland.
On 7th October, the U.S. destroyer Kearney acting as
an escort vessel for Britain, again attacked German Uboat with depth-charges. Finally, on 6th November U.S.
forces illegally seized the German steamer, Odenwald,
and took it to an American port where the crew were
taken prisoner.
I will pass over the insulting attacks made by this socalled President against me. That he calls me a
gangster is uninteresting. After all, this expression was
not coined in Europe but in America, no doubt because
such gangsters are lacking here. Apart from this, I
cannot be insulted by Roosevelt for I consider him mad
just as Wilson was. I don't need to mention what this
man has done for years in the same way against Japan.
First he incites war then falsifies the causes, then
odiously wraps himself in a cloak of Christian hypocrisy
and slowly but surely leads mankind to war, not without
calling God to witness the honesty of his attack-in the
approved manner of an old Freemason. I think you
have all found it a relief that now, at last, one State has
been the first to take the step of protest against his
historically unique and shame less ill-treatment of
truth, and of right-which protest this man has desired
and about which he cannot complain. The fact that the
Japanese Government, which has been negotiating for
year with this man, has at last become tired of being
mocked by him in such an unworthy way, fills us all,
the German people, and think, all other decent people
in the world, with deep satisfaction.
We have seen what the Jews have done in Soviet
Russia. We have made the acquaintance of the Jewish
Paradise on earth. Millions of German soldiers have
been able to see this country where the international
Jews have destroyed people and property. The
President of the U.S.A. ought finally to understand-I
say this only because of his limited intellect-that we
know that the aim of this struggle is to destroy one
State after another. But the present German Reich has
nothing more in common with the old Germany. And
we, for our part, will now do what this provocateur has
been trying to do so much for years. Not only because
we are the ally of Japan, but also because Germany and
Italy have enough insight and strength to comprehend
that, in these historic times, the existence or nonexistence of the nations, is being decided perhaps for
ever. We clearly see the intention of the rest of the
world towards us. They reduced Democratic Germany
to hunger. They would exterminate our social things of
today. When Churchill and Roosevelt state that they
want to build up a new social order, later on, it is like a
hairdresser with a bald head recommending an
unfortunate hair-restorer. These men, who live in the
most socially backward states, have misery and

distress enough in their own countries to occupy
themselves with the distribution of foodstuffs.
As for the German nation, it needs charity neither from
Mr. Churchill nor from Mr. Roosevelt, let alone from Mr.
Eden. It wants only its rights! It will secure for itself
this right to life even if thousands of Churchills and
Roosevelts conspire against it.
In the whole history of the German nation, of nearly
2,000 years, it has never been so united as today and,
thanks to National Socialism it will remain united in the
future. Probably it has never seen so clearly, and rarely
been so conscious of its honour. I have therefore
arranged for his passports to be handed to the
American Charg? d'Affaires today, and the following ...
[drowned in applause].
As a consequence of the further extension of President
Roosevelt's policy, which is aimed at unrestricted world
domination and dictatorship the U.S.A. together with
England have not hesitated from using any means to
dispute the rights of the German, Italian and Japanese
nations to the basis of their natural existence. The
Governments of the U.S.A. and of England have
therefore resisted, not only now but also for all time,
every just understanding meant to bring about a better
New Order in the world. Since the beginning of the war
the American President, Roosevelt, has been guilty of a
series of the worst crimes against international law;
illegal seizure of ships and other property of German
and Italian nationals were coupled with the threat to,
and looting of, those who were deprived of their liberty
by being interned. Roosevelt's ever increasing attacks
finally went so far that he ordered the American Navy
to attack everywhere ships under the German and
Italian flags, and to sink them-this in gross violation of
international law. American ministers boasted of having
destroyed German submarines in this criminal way.
German and Italian merchantships were attacked by
American
cruisers,
captured
and
their
crews
imprisoned. With no attempt at an official denial there
has now been revealed in America President Roosevelt's
plan by which, at the latest in 1943, Germany and Italy
were to be attacked in Europe by military means. In
this way the sincere efforts of Germany and Italy to
prevent an extension of the war and to maintain
relations with the U.S.A. in spite of the unbearable
provocations which have been carried on for years by
President Roosevelt, have been frustrated. Germany
and Italy have been finally compelled, in view of this,
and in loyalty to the Tri-Partite act, to carry on the
struggle against the U.S.A. and England jointly and side
by side with Japan for the defense and thus for the
maintenance of the liberty and independence of their
nations and empires.
The Three Powers have therefore concluded the
following Agreement, which was signed in Berlin today:
"In their unshakable determination not to lay down
arms until the joint war against the U.S.A. and England
reaches a successful conclusion, the German, Italian,
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and Japanese Governments have agreed on the
following points:
Article I. Germany, Italy and Japan will wage the
common war forced upon them by the U.S.A. and
England with all the means of power at their disposal,
to a victorious conclusion.
Article II. Germany, Italy and Japan undertake not to
conclude an armistice or peace with the U.S.A. or with
England without complete mutual understanding.
Article III. Germany, Italy and Japan will continue the
closest cooperation even after the victorious conclusion
of the war in order to bring about a just new order in
the sense of the Tri-Partite Pact concluded by them on
the 27th September 1940.
Article IV. This Agreement comes into force
immediately after signature and remains in force as
long as the Tri-Partite Pact of 27th September 1940.
The Signatory Powers will confer in time before this
period ends about the future form of the co-operation
provided for in Article III of this Agreement."
Deputies, Members of the German Reichstag:
Ever since my last peace proposal of July 1940 was
rejected, we have realized that this struggle has to be
fought out to its last implications. That the AngloSaxon-Jewish-Capitalist World finds itself now in one
and the same Front with Bolshevism does not surprise
us National Socialists: we have always found them in
company. We have concluded the struggle successfully
inside Germany and have destroyed our adversaries
after 16 years struggle for power. When, 23 years ago,
I decided to enter political life and to lift this nation out
of its decline, I was a nameless, unknown soldier. Many
among you know how difficult were the first few years
of this struggle. From the time when the Movement I
consisted of seven men, until we took over power in
January 1933, the path was so miraculous that only
Providence itself with its blessing could have made this
possible.
Today I am at the head of the strongest Army in the
world, the most gigantic Air Force and of a proud Navy.
Behind and around me stands the Party with which I
became great and which has become great through me.
The enemies I see before me are the same enemies as
20 years ago, but the path along which I look forward
cannot be compared with that on which I look back.
The German people recognizes the decisive hour of its

existence millions of soldiers do their duty, millions of
German peasants and workers, women and girls,
produce bread for the home country and arms for the
Front. We are allied with strong peoples, who in the
same need are faced with the same enemies. The
American President and his Plutocratic clique have
mocked us as the Have-nots-that is true, but the Havenots will see to it that they are not robbed of the little
they have.
You, my fellow party members, know my unalterable
determination to carry a fight once begun to its
successful conclusion. You know my determination in
such a struggle to be deterred by nothing, to break
every resistance which must be broken. In September
1939 I assured you that neither force nor arms nor
time would overcome Germany. I will assure my
enemies that neither force of arms nor time nor any
internal doubts, can make us waver in the performance
of our duty. When we think of the sacrifices of our
soldiers, any sacrifice made by the Home Front is
completely unimportant. When we think of those who in
past centuries have fallen for the Reich, then we realize
the greatness of our duty. But anybody who tries to
evade this duty has no claim to be regarded in our
midst as a fellow German. Just as we were unmercifully
hard in our struggle for power we shall be unmercifully
hard in the struggle to maintain our nation.
At a time when thousands of our best men are dying
nobody must expect to live who tries to depreciate the
sacrifices made at the Front. Immaterial under what
camouflage he tries to disturb this German Front, to
undermine the resistance of our people, to weaken the
authority of the regime, to sabotage the achievements
of the Home Front, he shall die for it! But with the
difference that this sacrifice brings the highest honour
to the soldier at the Front, whereas the other dies
dishonoured and disgraced.
Our enemies must not deceive themselves-in the 2,000
years of German history known to us, our people have
never been more united than today. The Lord of the
Universe has treated us so well in the past years that
we bow in gratitude to a providence which has allowed
us to be members of such a great nation. We thank
Him that we also can be entered with honour into the
ever-lasting book of German history!

______________________________________
Neutitschein: Der Begriff der “Neuen Weltordnung”
Neutitschein on the Concept “New World Order”
By Richard W Neutitschein
Translated by J M Damon

In my previous article on the attack on Utoya and the
concept of the New World Order
www.nonkonformist.net/5699/richard-wilhelmvon-neutitschein-der-anschlag-von-utoya-unddie-neue-weltordnung/
I briefly discussed that
conspiracy’s goals and methods.

It is an omnipresent concept, although not as
omnipresent today among those who introduced it in
1990 (George Bush Senior and close associates) as
among its critics.
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Since 1990 growing numbers of people have recognized
and come to oppose the global reign of terror that has
accompanied it.
The originators of New World Order have not used the
concept for some time now, since it “burned through” in
the sense that the intent behind it is now clear and
recognized for what it is.
The intent of global conquest, enslavement and race
mixing is extensively discussed in numerous Internet
blogs.
Today the concept and directives of the New World
Order are very well known among truth-seekers and
popular researchers in the Internet, and the expression
“NWO” has become very common.
It probably will not be long before the mere mention of
“NWO” will bring forth accusations of “conspiracy
theory” on the part of the Zionist-controlled
mainstream media.
The reason why this has not already happened is that it
has not been long since those who now want to ban the
NWO concept are the very ones who introduced it as
the semantic flagship of their agenda.
When they introduced it they believed they could easy
ram it through, but they were deceiving themselves on
this point, as it turned out.
The accusation of “conspiracy theory” would surely fall
back on the clique of international gangsters who
formulated “NWO” if someone pointed out to them what
their puppet George Bush Senior himself said in a
historic speech that others had undoubtedly written and
given him to read:
“OUT OF THESE TROUBLED TIMES, OUR FIFTH
OBJECTIVE – A NEW WORLD ORDER – CAN EMERGE: A
NEW ERA – FREER FROM THE THREAT OF TERROR,
STRONGER IN THE PURSUIT OF JUSRTICE, AND MORE
SECURE IN THE QUEST FOR PEACE.”
Under leadership of the USA, a new era was supposed
to begin, according to “NWO”– an era that would be
more peaceful and secure than any that ever existed.
Such cynicism takes one’s breath away.
Today it is clear that our era is one in which the USA is
inflicting a terror on the defenseless nations of the
earth that is even more brutal than the terrors they
have inflicted in the past.
Over and over again they have violated international
law and destroyed hopes for freedom in new wars of
aggression against innocent peoples.
Such is the New World Order created by the USA – not
IN the USA of course, since they always commit
mayhem somewhere else.
An especially interesting question is: exactly when did
“Papa” Bush deliver his infamous speech?
When did he, acting as a ventriloquist dummy for the
real
powers,
announce
the
present
agenda
accompanied with the NOW catchwords?
That speech was presented to a joint session of the US
Congress on the 11th of September 1990, precisely 11
years before “Nine Eleven” in 2001.

It marks the precise day and month on which the longplanned orchestration of the NWO agenda entered its
decisive phase – the same agenda that had been
announced 11 years earlier and introduced with the
conspicuous
name
“New
World
Order...”
Such
amazing
abnormalities
with
unmistakable
symbolism, like so many others that occurred in
conjunction with the destruction of the World Trade
Center on “9/11,” cannot possibly be mere coincidence.
Nothing could make me believe such a thing!
And if I am faced with the choice of being included
either among the “conspiracy theorists” or else among
the most gullible fools the world has ever seen, who
accept without question every fantastic lie our rulers
put before us, then I choose to be included among the
“conspiracy theorists.”
Among rational observers the term “conspiracy
theorists” logically applies to the US and its gangster
rulers.
Their crime does not constitute a “theory” at all, since
there is nothing theoretical about it.
It is an actual conspiracy, one that is completely real.
It is a conspiracy the USA is conducting against the
whole world, targeting every country that is not part of
its agenda, every country that has not been forced
under its yoke to pull its wagon.
Today we are witnessing how the USA and Israel are
attempting to overwhelm everyone who resists its
agenda.
Let us combine the USA and Israel and call them
“USrael” since they form a single entity.
USrael is attempting to conquer the world with
perpetual war and a ceaseless flood of ever more
exaggerated lies and falsehoods, slandering all who
oppose them and depicting their opponents as demonic
incorrigibles.
USrael’s lies and falsehoods are synchronized, cocoordinated and correlated to the last comma, then
broadcast worldwide by their professional propaganda
specialists.
The mainstream media then broadcast these lies
accompanied by concerted brainwashing that smothers
all truth, brainwashing that is ceaselessly hammered
into the head of everyone in the so-called “Western
Democracies.”
Lie after lie after lie is heaped on the masses until they
are no longer able to think clearly, unable to realize
what absurd “BS” they have been told.
Of course there are always a few “uneducable” citizens
who cannot be deceived.
For them, the voice of critical reason carries more
weight than utterances by flunkies they know to be
untrustworthy liars.
For these querulous troublemakers there are strict laws
presenting the ultimatum of either ceasing to express
their opinions or going to jail.
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Such is our “democracy” in our anti German “Federal
Republic of Germany.”
Today it is being tested on Germans as the model for
everyone in tomorrow’s NWO.
What guinea pigs and white mice are for animal
experiments in the pharmaceutical industry, the
German people are for the test run of global
dictatorship, as the so-called “Western Community of
Values” is converted into an Orwellian Gulag for all
mankind.
Now I ask my readers to reflect on the matter and ask
themselves whether they believe it is a recent
development that the “Western Community of Values”
has just recently begun using its gigantic propaganda
machine and shameless falsifications against those who
obstruct its path to world conquest?
The informed reader will observe that this is not the
case.
The plutocratic “democratic” nations have done so for
many years, especially against the Germany that
existed between 1933 and 1945.
This was precisely because Germany’s economic model
1933-45, with its rejection of usury, market speculation
and the international gold standard, would have ruined
the game of the international swindlers and
dealmakers.
The “New World Order” was the sole reason for the war
that was forced on Germany by these same forces; and
if other countries had followed Germany’s example, it
would have put an end once and for all to their
worldwide depredations.
One would have to be a complete idiot to assume that
these people are now telling the whole truth about the
Germany that existed in 1933-45 and that they have
only recently learned how to apply the arts of
falsification and atrocity propaganda to serve their
purposes.
Nothing could be further from the truth!
Everything that we are told today about the Germany
of 1933-45 is based on the same lies (or even worse
lies) that the same people are telling us today.
If this were not so, we Germans would be allowed to
discuss what happened in Germany during the years
1933-45.
The fact is that we are forbidden to discuss our history
and the government has passed draconian laws to
enforce its proscription.
\For me this is proof enough that “something is rotten
in the state of Germany,” because if the government
were telling the truth, its version of history would not
have to be protected by criminal law.
I am 68 years old, and all my life I have been able to
express my ideas on the basis of truth and arguments.
I never had the desire to forbid someone to speak
simply because that person held opposing opinions.
As a German in Germany I cannot do that anyway,
since one has to be a non German in order to deny a

German the right to express his opinions in his own
country.
It is clear that in order to deny Germans their rights,
one has to belong to a different nation and be a
gangster among gangsters.
\Only then does one have enough influence to subdue
and humiliate the entire German nation and rob them
of their freedom to such an extent that they can no
longer express their historical opinions, what they
believe and what they do not believe.
I say it loudly and clearly: I do not believe the
slanderous allegations of the New World Order!
Who will join me in this declaration?
I sincerely believe that if just one percent of Germans
who do not believe the NWO propaganda could gather
enough courage to openly declare their convictions, the
game would quickly be up for the swindlers and warmakers.
This is bound to happen sometime, despite all the
repressive efforts of the “Federal Republic of Germany.”
This so-called republic cannot seriously believe that
they can indefinitely maintain through corruption and
coercive and legislation, what cannot maintain itself
through truthfulness.
When the New World Order falls, the vehemence with
which the pendulum will swing in the opposite direction
is going to be very great!
It is not intelligent of our power elite to forbid
expressions of opinion... however, greed and reason
have never gone together.
Earlier in this article I wrote “...In those days as well,
the real issue was already the New World Order.”
This was a reference to the war that was forced on
Germany in 1939 by the same forces that want to drag
the world into war again today.
These forces are relentlessly demanding war against
everyone that stands between them, world domination
and the New World Order.
Now somebody is going to say that I am crazy and a
“Conspiracy Theorist.”
But I am not crazy and I am not a conspiracy theorist!
I do, however, recognize the real conspiracy against all
mankind by persons who consider themselves superior
and “chosen.”
It is an actual conspiracy against nations and it did not
begin in 2001, 1990, 1939 or 1914, but has been
underway for much longer that that.
In the course of time the conspirators’ efforts have
become more drastic and have now brought them
within reach of their goal.
I emphasize WITHIN REACH of their goal!
They have not yet seized it, and they will not be able to
seize it.
At the last moment the nations will finally awake from
their hypnotic trance that was induced by the massive
lies that they have been fed.
They will unite against the common enemy and put an
end to its monstrous schemes once and for all!
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This will be a breakthrough to freedom, a release from
the yoke of USrael that will be accomplished without
weapons and violence.
It will be accomplished by true leaders from among the
VOLK with nothing more than the spiritual power that
comes from realization of the truth and unflinchingly
calls obvious lies by their name.
One cannot overthrow with weapons a mendacious
enemy that is bristling with weapons. That enemy must
be deposed with something he does not have and
cannot resist: spirit and truth. The truth is clearly set
out before us, we have only to open our eyes and
acknowledge it.
The terrorist anti German regime that is ruling
Germany today is displaying its weak point for all to
see, advertising its deathly fear of freedom with the
sort of circus barking one hears at county fairs.
Its desperate repressive measures make its anxieties
known to all, so that it is clear where is the most
vulnerable spot at which to deliver a fatal blow with the
Sword of Truth.
The so-called “Federal Republic of Germany,” our little
vassal state of the criminal empire USrael, makes it
very clear that fear of the truth is its weakest and most
vulnerable spot. It is the deathly fear that the world will
recognize its schemings and intrigues.
USraels Achilles Heel is this fear and subsequent hatred
of everyone who tells the truth about this super
criminal superpower.
A German REICHSKANZLER did that very thing, some
eighty years ago.
It is true: 51 years before Papa Bush’s announcement
of the New World Order, someone saw through this
grandiose plan as clearly as though it were glass.
He even called this global criminal enterprise by the
exact same name as did Papa Bush: “New World
Order.” I am referring to Adolf Hitler’s speech before
the REICHSTAG, which he made in response to
Roosevelt’s demands on 28 April 1939.
This speech is available on the Internet under this title
as a spoken document so that everyone can hear it for
himself. Everyone should listen to this speech!
[Posted
on
several
Internet
sites
including
http://de.metapedia.org/wiki/Rede_vom_28._Ap
ril_1939_(Adolf_Hitler) with English translation at
http://comicism.tripod.com/390428.html]
Here is the most relevant passage:
“...It is fortunate that this Versailles (treaty) was
set down in black and white for generations to
come, for otherwise it would have been regarded
in future as the grotesque product of a wild and
corrupt imagination.
Nearly 115,000,000 people were robbed of their
right of self-determination, not by victorious
soldiers, but by rabid politicians, and arbitrarily
removed from their ancient communities and
assigned to new ones without any consideration

of blood, origin, economic realities or common
sense.
The consequences were terrible.
Although at that time the statesmen were able to
destroy a great many things, there was one factor
that could not be eliminated: this huge mass of
people living in Central Europe, crowded together
in a confined space, can ensure its daily bread
only by full employment and strict order.
But what did these statesmen of the so-called
democratic empires know about such problems?
A horde of utterly stupid ignoramuses was turned
loose on humanity.
In areas in which 140 people per square
kilometer have to gain a livelihood, they
destroyed the order that had been built up over
2,000 years of historical development and they
created disorder.
They themselves were completely incapable of
and uninterested in solving the problems
confronting the communal life of our people for
whom, as dictators of THE NEW WORLD ORDER,
they
had
assumed
responsibility.
When this NEW WORLD ORDER turned out to be a
catastrophe, however, the “democratic peace
dictators,” American and European alike, were so
cowardly that none of them dared take
responsibility for what inevitably occurred.
Everyone blamed someone else in an attempt to
save himself from the judgment of history.
However, the people who had been mistreated by
the hatred and unreason of the “democratic peace
dictators” were not inclined to enable the escape
of those who had harmed them.
It is impossible to enumerate all the stages of our
own people's sufferings.
Robbed of the whole of its colonial possessions,
deprived of its liquid funds, plundered and
impoverished by so-called “reparations,” our Volk
was forced into the blackest period of its national
misfortune.
And note well that it was not National Socialist
Germany that was weak enough to trust even a
single moment the promises of the “democratic”
statesmen, but rather “democratic” Germany.”
It would be interesting to know what Adolf Hitler would
say today about the atrocious crimes of our present
regime, which supports the domination of foreign
interests over our deceived and betrayed German Volk.
This regime’s many faceted crimes are simply
unbelievable.
If Hitler referred to the period of the so-called Weimar
“democracy” as the most desolate period of our
national misfortune, what would he say about our
situation today?
You will say that he had no way of knowing what would
come next. But was he really unable to know what
would happen? I feel certain that he did know.
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He always knew, to the very end, otherwise he would
not have said, referring to a later future and despite the
total collapse in April 1945, “We (National Socialists)
will still write the final chapter!”
I believe him!
Richard Wilhelm von Neutitschein
***
I wish to dedicate this article to the courageous young
champion of Germany’s honor, Kevin Käther.
I find his open avowals and commitments to his
WELTANSCHAUUNG very inspiring.
His commitment to the truth and opposition to the lies
of our treacherous politicians deserves the thanks of
everyone who wants a Germany again free of USrael
domination.
This is my third article in a short time following a
twenty-year period of abstinence from political writing,
as a committed Sudeten German.
I have begun writing again because the time is now
ripe.
We must all do everything in our power for Germany,
our VOLK and our REICH!
With comradely greetings
DER HONIGMANN
The Honey Man

********
The translator is a Germanophilic Germanist who makes
noteworthy German articles available to fellow
Germanophiles who do not read German.

*
Here's freedom to him who would speak,
Here's freedom to him who would write;
For there's none ever feared that the truth should be
heard,
Save him whom the truth would indict!
ROBERT BURNS (1759–96)

___________________
From: James Damon
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Amelia
Subject: Re: Spending Multi-Billion Terrorists hunt---and
the Disapearing Middle Class -

Thanks for forwarding this interesting and enlightening
message.
I would agree that our present government is as
corrupt and repressive as any we have ever had.
However it seems to me that the ongoing multi-trilliondollar crimes and scandals at home and abroad, while
closely related, are symptoms rather than causes of our
national malaise.
The Zionist American Empire is following the trajectory
of all empires in decline.
Is there an example in all history of a republic that,
having degenerated into oligarchy, was able to return
to rule by its citizenry?
It seems to me that the best we can hope for is a
relatively gradual rather than abrupt and catastrophic

ending.
However I am an old man and perhaps overly
pessimistic.
(I hope so, for the sake of my grandchildren!
Regards, jmd
***
--- On Tue, 7/12/11, Amelia
<aaremia@nc.rr.com> wrote:
Thank you for your reply and your words of
wisdom...As another senior citizen, I am not overly
optimistic
to
seeing
the
return
of
our
Constitution/Republic, especially after listening to
Obama just now talking about the debit and budget. He
showed his lack of intelligence and to top it all, referred
to “our Democracy....”
I do fear gradual change, for it seldom makes much
impression until it reaches a point where those who
have lived through them, are suddenly exposed to the
changed conditions, can they then fully see the extent
of the transformation but it is too late. The changes
that has hit our generation, will never be understood
by the younger generations for they have no idea of
what real freedom is about. This ultra-sophistication,
moral deterioration, and all-pervading materialism, we
see, the younger generations cannot see as “change”
because they have lived with that gradual change all
their lives, while we hold a nostalgic disquietude. Of
course, some changes are good; but it clearly doe not
follow that all change is good or inevitable.
There is one immediate way we can start to make a
change...and that is through Congress....in each
Congressional District the people must make a
concerted effort to find truly patriotic Americans who
will pledge their allegiance to the United States, and
not to Israel. They have turned America into an evil
Empire, while they do their evil atrocities and call it
humane treatment. Now that they have come out
publicly that they own the US Congress and the White
House, this should be brought to the voters
attention...But only those who live within their
Congressional District can make the difference between
who is for America or who puts Israel first. I am flooded
with e-mails from “candidates” across the nation
asking for campaign donations...It would be foolish for
one to send money to an unknown candidate outside of
one’s district. The campaign must be concentrated in
each district where the people know their candidate,
promises greater chances for ultimate success.
Otherwise the same corrupt machines will continue to
put in office men and women obligated to them, not to
the people.
I, too, agree, we do not need abrupt and catastrophic
endings....and that is what Democracies make happen,
and then comes a tyrannical dictatorship...
Thank you again,
Amelia.

_____________________
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From: Amelia AAREMIA@nc.rr.com, Tuesday, July 12, 2011, 7:05 AM
A MUST READ! Billions spend on hunting down a handful of “terrorists”
Subject: Spending Multi-Billion Terrorists hunt---and the Disapearing Middle Class

_____________________

Multi-Billion-Dollar Terrorists and the Disappearing Middle Class
James Petras, jpetras@binghamton.edu, July 10, 2011 11:04 AM
The US government (White House and Congress) spends $10
billion dollars a month, or $120 billion a year, to fight an
estimated “50 -75 ‘Al Qaeda types’ in Afghanistan ”, according
to the CIA and quoted in the Financial Times of London (6/25 26/11, p. 5). During the past 30 months of the Obama
presidency, Washington has spent $300 billion dollars in
Afghanistan , which adds up to $4 billion dollars for each
alleged ‘Al Queda type’. If we multiply this by the two dozen
or so sites and countries where the White House claims ‘Al
Qaeda’ terrorists have been spotted, we begin to understand
why the US budget deficit has grown astronomically to over
$1.6 trillion for the current fiscal year.
During Obama’s Presidency, Social Security’s cost-of-living
adjustment has been frozen, resulting in a net decrease of
over 8 percent, which is exactly the amount spent chasing just
5 dozen ‘Al Qaeda terrorists’ in the mountains bordering
Pakistan .
It is absurd to believe that the Pentagon and White House
would spend $10 billion a month just to hunt down a handful
of terrorists ensconced in the mountains of Afghanistan . So
what is the war in Afghanistan about? The answer one most
frequently reads and hears is that the war is really against the
Taliban, a mass-based Islamic nationalist guerrilla movement
with tens of thousands of activists. The Taliban, however,
have never engaged in any terrorist act against the territorial
United States or its overseas presence. The Taliban have
always maintained their fight was for the expulsion of foreign
forces occupying Afghanistan . Hence the Taliban is not part
of any “international terrorist network”. If the US war in
Afghanistan is not about defeating terrorism, then why the
massive expenditure of funds and manpower for over a
decade?
Several hypotheses come to mind:
The first is the geopolitics of Afghanistan : The US is actively
establishing forward military bases, surrounding and bordering
on China .
Secondly, US bases in Afghanistan serve as launching pads to
foment “dissident separatist” armed ethnic conflicts and apply
the tactics of ‘divide and conquer’ against Iran , China , Russia
and Central Asian republics.
Thirdly, Washington’s launch of the Afghan war (2001) and
the easy initial conquest encouraged the Pentagon to believe
that a low cost, easy military victory was at hand, one that
could enhance the image of the US as an invincible power,
capable of imposing its rule anywhere in the world, unlike the
disastrous experience of the USSR.
Fourthly, the early success of the Afghan war was seen as a
prelude to the launching of a sequence of successful wars, first
against Iraq and to be followed by Iran , Syria and beyond.
These would serve the triple purpose of enhancing Israeli
regional power, controlling strategic oil resources and
enlarging the arc of US military bases from South and Central
Asia, through the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean .
The strategic policies, formulated by the militarists and
Zionists in the Bush and Obama Administrations, assumed that
guns, money, force and bribes could build stable satellite
states firmly within the orbit of the post-Soviet US empire.
Afghanistan was seen as an easy first conquest the initial step
to sequential wars.
Each victory, it was assumed would

undermine domestic and allied (European) opposition. The
initial costs of imperial war, the Neo-Cons claimed, would be
paid for by wealth extracted from the conquered countries,
especially from the oil producing regions.
The rapid US defeat of the Taliban government confirmed the
belief of the military strategists that “backward”, lightly armed
Islamic peoples were no match up for the US powerhouse and
its astute leaders.
Wrong Assumptions, Mistaken Strategies: The Trillion
Dollar Disaster
Every assumption, formulated by these civilian strategists and
their military counterparts, has been proven wrong. Al Qaeda
was and is a marginal adversary; the real force capable of
sustaining a prolonged peoples wars against an imperial
occupier, inflicting heavy casualties, undermining any local
puppet regime and accumulating mass support is the Taliban
and related nationalist resistance movements.
Israeliinfluenced US think-tanks, experts and advisers who portrayed
the Islamic adversaries as inept, ineffective and cowardly,
totally misread the Afghan resistance. Blinded by ideological
antipathy,
these
high-ranking
advisers
and
White
House/Pentagon civilian-office holders failed to recognize the
tactical and strategic, political and military acumen of the top
and middle-level Islamist nationalist leaders and their
tremendous reserve of mass support in neighboring Pakistan
and beyond.
The Obama White House, heavily dependent on Islamophobic
pro-Israel experts, further isolated the US troops and alienated
the Afghan population by tripling the number of troops, further
establishing the credentials of the Taliban as the authentic
alternative to a foreign occupation.
As for the neo-conservative pipe dreams of successful
sequential wars, cooked up by the likes of Paul Wolfowitz,
Feith, Abrams, Libby et al, to eliminate Israel’s adversaries
and turn the Persian Gulf into a Hebrew lake, the prolonged
wars in Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan has, in fact,
strengthened Iran’s regional influence, turned the entire
Pakistani people against the US and strengthened mass
movements against US clients throughout the Middle East.
Sequential imperial defeats have resulted in a massive
hemorrhage of the US treasury, rather than the promised flood
of oil wealth from tributary clients. According to a recent
scholarly study, the military cost of the wars in Iraq,
Afghanistan and Pakistan have exceeded $3.2 trillion dollars
(“The Costs of War Since 2001”, Eisenhower Study Group,
June 2011) and is growing at over ten billion a month.
Meanwhile the Taliban “tightens (its) psychological grip” on
Afghanistan (FT 6/30/2011, p. 8). According to the latest
reports even the most guarded 5-star hotel in the center of
Kabul, the Intercontinental, was vulnerable to a sustained
assault and take over by militants, because “high security
Afghan forces” are infiltrated and the Taliban operate
everywhere, having established “shadow” governments in
most cities, towns and villages (FT 6/30/11 p.8).
Imperial Decline, Empty Treasury and the Specter of a SmashUp
The crumbling empire has depleted the US treasury. As the
Congress and White House fight over raising the debt ceiling,
the cost of war aggressively erodes any possibility of
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maintaining stable living standards for the American middle
and working classes and heightens growing inequalities
between the top 1% and the rest of the American people.
Imperial wars are based on the pillage of the US treasury. The
imperial state has, via extraordinary tax exemptions,
concentrated wealth in the hands of the super-rich while the
middle and working classes have been pushed downward, as
only low paid jobs are available.
In 1974, the top 1% of US individuals accounted for 8% of
total national income but as of 2008 they earned 18% of
national income. And most of this 18% is concentrated in the
hands of a tiny super-rich 1% of that 1%, or 0.01% of the
American population, (FT 6/28/11, p. 4 and 6/30/11, p. 6).
While the super-rich plunder the treasury and intensify the
exploitation of labor, the number of middle income jobs is
plunging: From 1993 to 2006, over 7% of middle income jobs
disappeared (FT 6/30/11, p. 4). While inequalities may be
rising throughout the world, the US now has the greatest
inequalities among all the leading capitalist countries.
The burden of sustaining a declining empire, with its the
monstrous growth in military spending, has fallen
disproportionately on middle and working class taxpayers and
wage earners. The military and financial elites’ pillage of the
economy and treasury has set in motion a steep decline in
living standards, income and job opportunities. Between 1970
-2009, while gross domestic product more than doubled, US
median pay stagnated in real terms (FT 7/28/11, p. 4). If we
factor in the added fixed costs of pensions, health and
education, real income for wage and salaried workers,
especially since the 1990’s, has been declining sharply.
Even greater blows are to come in the second half 2011: As
the Obama White House expands its imperial interventions in
Pakistan, Libya and Yemen, increasing military and policestate spending, Obama is set to reach budgetary agreements
with the far right Republicans, which will savage government
health care programs, like MEDICARE and MEDICAID, as well
as Social Security, the national retirement program.
Prolonged wars have pushed the budget to the breaking point,
while the deficit undermines any capacity to revive the
economy as it heads toward a ‘repeat recession’.
The entire political establishment is bizarrely oblivious to the
fact that their multi-hundred- billion-dollar pursuit of an
estimated 50-75 phantom Al Qaeda terrorists in Afghanistan
has hastened the disappearance of middle income jobs in the
US.
The entire political spectrum has turned decisively to the Right
and the Far-Right.
The debate between Democrats and
Republicans is over whether to slash four trillion or more from
the last remnants of our country’s social programs.
The Democrats and the Far-Right are united as they pursue
multiple wars while currying favor and funds from upper
0.01% super-rich, financial and real estate moguls whose
wealth has grown so dramatically during the crisis!
Conclusion
But there is a deep and quiet discomfort within the leading
circles of the Obama regime: The “best and brightest” among
his top officials are scampering to jump ship before the coming
deluge: the Economic Guru Larry Summers, Rahm Emmanuel,
Stuart Levey, Peter Orzag, Bob Gates, Tim Geithner and
others, responsible for the disastrous wars, economic
catastrophes, the gross concentration of wealth and the
savaging of our living standards, have walked out or have
announced their ‘retirement’, leaving it to the smiling con-men
- President Obama and Vice-President ‘Joe’ Biden - and their
‘last and clueless loyalists’ to take the blame when the

economy tanks and our social programs are wiped out. How
else can we explain their less-than-courageous departures (to
‘spend more time with the family’) in the face of such a
deepening crisis? The hasty retreat of these top officials is
motivated by their desire to avoid political responsibility and to
escape history’s indictment for their role in the impending
economic debacle. They are eager to hide from a future
judgment over which policy makers and leaders and what
policies led to the destruction of the American middle and
working classes with their good jobs, stable pensions, Social
Security, decent health care and respected place in the world.

***
WASHINGTON’S LONG WAR AGAINST AFRICA
James Petras - jpetras@binghamton.edu
The US bombing of Libya in support of rebel clients in the
spring of 2011 is part and parcel of a sustained policy of
military intervention in Africa since at least the mid 1950s.
According to a US Congressional 2010, Washington has
dispatched anywhere between hundreds and several thousand
combat troops, dozens of fighter planes and warships to
buttress client dictatorships or to unseat adversarial regimes in
dozens of countries, almost on a yearly bases. The record
shows the US armed forces intervened 46 times prior to the
current Libyan wars1. Research Service Study2 published in
November
The countries suffering one or more US military intervention
include the Congo, Zaine, Libya, Chad, Sierra Leone, Somalia,
Ruanda, Liberia, Central African Republic, Gabon, GuineaBissau, Kenya, Tanzania, Sudan, Ivory Coast, Ethiopia,
Djibouti and Eritrea. The only progressive intervention was in
Egypt under Eisenhower who forced the Israeli-French-English
forces to withdraw from the Suez in 1956. Between the mid
1950s to the end of the 1970s, only 4 overt military operations
were recorded, though large scale proxy and clandestine
military operations were pervasive.
Under Reagan-Bush Sr. (1980-1991) military intervention
accelerated, rising to 8, not counting the large scale
clandestine ‘special forces’ and proxy wars in Southern Africa.
Under the Clinton regime, US militarized imperialism in Africa
took off. Between 1992 and 2000, 17 armed incursions took
place, including a large scale invasion of Somalia and military
backing for the Ruanda genocidal regime.3
Clinton intervened in Liberia, Gabon, Congo and Sierra Leone
to prop up a long standing stooge regime. He bombed the
Sudan and dispatched military personnel to Kenya and
Ethiopia to back proxy clients assaulting Somalia.
Under Bush Jr. 15 US military interventions took place, mainly
in Central and East Africa. The Obama regime’s invasion and
bombing of Libya is a continuation of a longstanding imperial
practice designed to enhance US power via the installation of
client regimes, the establishment of military bases and the
training and indoctrination of African mercenary forces dubbed
“collaborative partners”. There is no question that there is a
rising tide of imperial militarism in the US over the past
several decades.
Most of the US’ African empire is disproportionally built on
military links to client military chiefs. The Pentagon has
1

Richard Grimmett, Instances of Use of United States Armed
Forces Abroad 1798-2009 (CRS 2010).
2
Lauren Ploch, Africa Command: US strategic Interests and
the Role of the Military in Africa (Congreessional Research
Service <CRS> Nov. 16, 2010.
3
Edward Herman “Gilbert Achar’s Defense of Humanitarian
Intervention” (ZNET April 8, 2011)
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military ties with 53 African countries (including Libya prior to
the current attack). Washington’s efforts to militarize Africa
and turn its armies into proxy mercenaries in putting down
anti-imperial revolts and regimes were accelerated after 9/11.
The Bush Administration announced in 2002 that Africa was a
“strategic priority in fighting terrorism”.4
Henceforth, US imperial strategists, with the backing of liberal
and neoconservative congress people, moved to centralize and
coordinate a military policy on a continent wide basis forming
the African Command (AFRICOM). The latter organizes African
armies, euphemistically called “co-operative partnerships,” to
conduct neo-colonial wars based on bilateral agreements
(Uganda, Burundi, etc.) as well as ‘multi-lateral’ links with the
Organization of African Unity.5
AFRICOM despite its assigned role as a vehicle for spreading
imperial influence, has been more successful in destroying
countries rather than in gaining resources and power bases.
The war against Somalia, displacing and killing millions and
costing hundreds of millions of dollars, enters its twentieth
year, with no victory in sight. Apart from the longest standing
US neo-colony, Liberia,there is no country willing to allow
AFRICOM to set up headquarters. Most significantly AFRICOM
was unprepared for the overthrow of key client regimes in
Tunisia and Egypt – important “partners” in patrolling the
North African Mediterranean, the Arabian coast and the Red
Sea. Despite Libya’s collaboration with AFRICOM, especially in
“anti-terrorist” intelligence operations, Washington mistakenly
believed that an easy victory by its “rebel” clients might lead
to a more docile regime, offering more in the way of a military
base, headquarters and a cheap source of oil. Today the US
depends as much on African petroleum as its suppliers in the
Middle East.
The continent-wide presence of AFRICOM has been matched
by its incapacity to convert “partnerships” into effective proxy
conquerors. The attempt to foster “civil-military” programs
has failed to secure any popular base for corrupt collaborator
regimes, valued for their willingness to provide imperial
cannon fodder.
The continuing North African uprising, overthrew the public
face of the imperial backed dictatorships. As the popular Arab
revolt spreads to the Gulf and deepens its demandsto include
socio-economic as well as political demands the Empire struck
back. AFRICOM backed the assault on Libya, the crackdown
on the prodemocracy movement by the ruling military junta in
Egypt and looks to its autocratic “partners” in the Gulf and the
Arabian Peninsula to drown the civil society movements in a
blood bath.
The growing militarization of US Imperial policy in North Africa
and the Gulf is leading to a historic confrontation between the
Arab democratic revolution and the imperial backed satraps;
between Libyans fighting for their independence and the EuroAmerican navel and air forces ravaging the country on behalf
of their inept local clients.

In a documentary aired on August 18 on the anniversary of
the coup, BBC Persian channel admitted for the first time to
the role of the BBC Persian radio as the propaganda arm of the
British government in Iran. After repeated denials of the BBC
Persian radio's role in helping London oust Mosaddegh, the
program entitled Cinematograph detailed how the radio
network broadcast anti- Mosaddegh programs to undermine
his government.
“The British government used the BBC Persian radio for
advancing its propaganda against Mosaddegh and antiMosaddegh material were repeatedly aired on the radio
channel to the extent that Iranian staff at the BBC Persian
radio went on strike to protest the move,” the Cinematograph
narrator said.
Britain had lost its power as a world empire after the World
War II and Mosaddegh's efforts to nationalize Iran's oil
industry, which bear fruit on March 19, 1951, meant Britain
lost one of the most important resources it formerly fully
controlled under the guise of the British-owned Anglo-Iranian
Oil Company due to subservience of the Pahlavi regime.
This comes as on the anniversary of the nationalization of
Iran's oil industry on March 19, 2010, the BBC Persian channel
aired another documentary that categorically dismissed the
broadcaster's Persian radio in the 1953 coup claiming the radio
channel even went against the policies of the British
government.
The Cinematograph also quoted a classified document going
back to July 21, 1951 in which a Foreign Office official thanked
the British ambassador for his proposals that were followed to
the word by the BBC Persian radio to strengthen its
propaganda against Mosaddegh.
“The BBC had already made most of the points which you
listed, but they were very glad to have an indication from you
of what was likely to be most effective and will arrange their
programme accordingly,” the document shown in part on the
program read. “We should also avoid direct attacks on the
'ruling classes' since it seems probable that we may want to
deal with a government drawn from those classes should
Mosaddegh fall,” it added.
The document further stressed that the Foreign Office “shall be
grateful for [the ambassador's] comments on the propaganda
line we have proposed”.
AMR/HE

***
BBC admits role in 1953 Iranian coup
Sunday August 21, 2011 11:16AM GMT
The coup overthrew the government of the then Iranian Prime
Minister Mohammad Mosaddegh leading to the restoration of
absolute monarchy under dictator Mohammad-Reza Pahlavi
who was later toppled in the Islamic Revolution in 1979.
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the text of report on Iran for all members, Amano had
informed five nuclear weapon states of the content of the
report,” he said.
“The confidential information o
of the report had been published
by the press before the members obtained it. These two
moves drew criticism from NAM member states.”
He went on to say that Amano was requested by the
statement to present a report and explain how the information
leaked to the press.
http://tehrantimes.com/index.php/politics/92693
http://tehrantimes.com/index.php/politics/92693anti-iran-resolution-contains
contains-nothing-important-envoy

***
The BBC Persian TV channel has at last acknowledged
the role of the BBC Persian radio in the toppling of the
democratically elected government of Iran in the 1953
coup.

'Time has come' to act o
on Iran, Israel says
AFP Sunday,, Nov
November 20, 2011

***
Anti-Iran
Iran resolution contains nothing important:
envoy
On Line: 19 November 2011 18:24
In Print: Sunday 20 November 2011

Ali Asghar Soltanieh
TEHRAN – Iran’s ambassador to the International Atomic
Energy Agency says the resolution adopted against the Islamic
Republic contained nothing special and only called on the
country to increase its cooperation with the agency.
The IAEA Board of Governors adopted a resolution against Iran
over the country’s nuclear program by a vote of 32 to 2, with
one abstention, on Friday.
“However, our major problem with the resolution was that it
referred to the previous resolutions issued by the United
Nations Security Council and the IAEA Board of Governors,
because we believe that the resolutions had no legal weight
w
and should not have been mentioned in the resolution,” Ali
Asghar Soltanieh told the Fars News Agency in an interview
published on Saturday.
Commenting on the official invitation extended in June by
Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI) Director Fereydoun
Abbasi Davani to IAEA Director General Yukiya Amano to visit
Iran’ nuclear facilities, Soltanieh said that Amano refused the
invitation and created a negative atmosphere among IAEA
member states.
He also said that the important thing that happened
happe
in regard
to the recent resolution against Iran was that despite the great
efforts of the United States, there was a lack of consensus
about issuing the resolution.
“In a statement issued recently by the Non--Aligned Movement
about Iran Amano has been severely criticized for practicing
discrimination among members,” he said. “Before publishing

The "time has come" to deal with Iran, Israeli Defense
Minister Ehud Barak, pictured
The "time has come" to deal with Iran, Israeli Defense Minister
Ehud Barak said Sunday, refusing to rule out military action to
curb the Islamic republic's nuclear ambitions.
Barak, speaking on CNN's Fareed Zakaria GPS program,
indicated that Israel's
's patience was wearing thin -- and
provided an ominous response when asked about the growing
speculation of an Israeli military strike.
"I don't think that that is a subject for public discussion," he
said. "But I can tell you that the IAEA report has a sobering
impact on many in the world, leaders as well as the publics,
and people understand
nderstand that the time has come."
The International Atomic Energy Agency published a report on
November 8 saying there was "credible" information that Iran
was carrying out "activities relevant to the development of a
nuclear explosive device."
On Friday the IAEA's board passed a resolution condemning
Iran's nuclear activities,, but stopped short of reporting Tehran
to the United Nations and issuing no deadline for compliance.
"People understand now that Iran is determined to reach
nuclear weapons," said Barak.
rak. There is "no other possible or
conceivable explanation for what they have been actually
doing. And that should be stopped."
The IAEA report -- based on "broadly, credible" intelligence, its
own information and some input from Iran itself -- said that
Iran had examined how to fit out a Shahab 3 missile, with a
range capable of reaching Israel, with a nuclear warhead.
Tehran rejected the report "baseless," denies it is seeking
nuclear weapons and maintains its nuclear activities are for
civilian energy purposes.
Washington, Paris and London however jumped on the report
as justification to increase pressure on Iran, already under
four rounds of Security Council sanctions and additional US
and European Union restrictions.
http://news.yahoo.com/time-come
come-act-iran-israel-says184620637.html
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